Abstract: Health equity is significant for social sustainability and the Chinese government is trying to achieve the goals of "universal access to basic health care services". As the comprehensive carrier of health care services, hospitals are almost the most important health care resources and their regional maldistribution needs to give a special concern for health justice and social sustainability. This study aims to explore regional maldistribution of various hospitals through constructing, decomposing and calculating per capita hospitals Gini Coefficient based on the unique structural system of China's hospitals from [2003][2004][2005][2006][2007][2008][2009][2010][2011][2012][2013][2014]. Results show that: (1) the level of regional maldistribution of hospitals in China is not too serious in terms of quantity and there is a slight decline in recent years; (2) regional maldistribution of hospitals is mainly from General Hospitals and in inland areas; and (3) the slight decrease of regional maldistribution is mainly caused by Concentration Effect and increased per capita hospitals. Based on empirical results and the reality of China, some targeted policy suggestions are proposed to reduce regional maldistribution of hospitals and promote health equity for social sustainable development.
Introduction
Social sustainability is a comprehensive concept that covers equity, safety, eco-prosumption and urban forms [1] , of which equity is the most known representative of social dimensions within the study on sustainability [2] , and achievement of equity or justice has already become one of the top goals in sustainable development of the UN's post-2015 development agenda [3, 4] . Simultaneously, because the ultimate aim of sustainable development is to enhance human well-being [5] , and health is the foundation of social development, whether from the conceptual dimension or specific area, health equity or justice is a very important aspect of social sustainability and health inequality needs to be solved for social sustainability both in developed and in underdeveloped countries.
China has experienced rapid growth of economy and urbanization since the end of the 1970s when the Reform and Opening policy was officially implemented [6] . Although China has dramatically accelerated economic growth, its regional unbalanced development is also prominent, in particular, there is a considerable disparity between eastern coastal areas and western inland areas in terms of income and public services [7, 8] . Most public service resources are strongly concentrated in well-developed regions, especially big cities, while fewer resources are allocated in the western inland and underdeveloped regions [9] [10] [11] . Faced with this situation, which could lead to greater social conflicts, the Chinese government is committed to changing the phenomenon and the conception of Although hospitals are almost the most important healthcare resources and their regional distribution can have far reaching impact on social sustainability, there have been few debates on the distribution of China's hospitals, especially according to the unique structural system of hospitals with Chinese characteristics. For instance, is the regional distribution of China's various hospitals balanced or not? What is the level of regional maldistribution of various hospitals? What roles do various hospitals play in regional maldistribution of hospitals (RMH)? If the level of RMH changed, why? Further research is needed to solve these problems and fill the research gap. Through this research, it is expected to cover the shortage of related studies on regional maldistribution of China's hospitals based on their unique structural system, provide indicative references for solutions to solving the problem about RMH, and promote health equity for social sustainability.
The rest of this paper has five parts: Section 2 is theoretical framework and literature review; Section 3 introduces research materials and methods, including indicator selection, data sources, Gini Coefficient construction and decomposition; Section 4 carries out the analysis of empirical results; Section 5 includes related discussions; and Section 6 makes final conclusions.
Theoretical Framework and Literature Review

Theoretical Framework
Social sustainability is a synthetic and complex conception. According to the original definition, sustainable development is "development which meets that needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs", in which needs of human beings and social justice/equity are emphasized [31] . In fact, many scholars argue basic needs and social equity are two fundamental components of social sustainability [31] [32] [33] . Generally, basic needs include healthcare, education, housing, security, etc., which are significant to maintain the quality of human life [34] ; social equity includes not only the equal distribution of income and welfare, but also the equal access to the basic needs related to the quality of human life [33, 35, 36] .
Based on the analysis above, the logic relationship between social sustainability and regional equal distribution of hospitals is shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, social sustainability requires all people to have equal opportunities of the access to the key public service resources, regardless of region, race, economic status, or social condition [37] . Secondly, social sustainability means the equal distribution of the key public service resources, especially for countries large in economic and geography, there are significant regional differences so that regional balanced distribution of key public service resources is very crucial for social sustainability [33, 37] . Thirdly, the key public service resources mainly refer to the resources related to the quality of human life [34] , such as healthcare resources and educational resources. As the key resources related to residents' health and well-being, healthcare resources' regional equal distribution is significant for social sustainability. In which, hospitals are almost the most important healthcare resources and their regional equal distribution is very important for social sustainability. Reversely, it would undermine social equity and social sustainability if there were obvious RMH. Although hospitals are almost the most important healthcare resources and their regional distribution can have far reaching impact on social sustainability, there have been few debates on the distribution of China's hospitals, especially according to the unique structural system of hospitals with Chinese characteristics. For instance, is the regional distribution of China's various hospitals balanced or not? What is the level of regional maldistribution of various hospitals? What roles do various hospitals play in regional maldistribution of hospitals (RMH)? If the level of RMH changed, why? Further research is needed to solve these problems and fill the research gap. Through this research, it is expected to cover the shortage of related studies on regional maldistribution of China's hospitals based on their unique structural system, provide indicative references for solutions to solving the problem about RMH, and promote health equity for social sustainability.
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Based on the analysis above, the logic relationship between social sustainability and regional equal distribution of hospitals is shown in Figure 2 . Firstly, social sustainability requires all people to have equal opportunities of the access to the key public service resources, regardless of region, race, economic status, or social condition [37] . Secondly, social sustainability means the equal distribution of the key public service resources, especially for countries large in economic and geography, there are significant regional differences so that regional balanced distribution of key public service resources is very crucial for social sustainability [33, 37] . Thirdly, the key public service resources mainly refer to the resources related to the quality of human life [34] , such as healthcare resources and educational resources. As the key resources related to residents' health and well-being, healthcare resources' regional equal distribution is significant for social sustainability. In which, hospitals are almost the most important healthcare resources and their regional equal distribution is very important for social sustainability. Reversely, it would undermine social equity and social sustainability if there were obvious RMH. 
Literature Review
To achieve social equity and sustainability, RMH should be practically solved by policy makers and theoretically analyzed by scholars. Scientific research on RMH will help to grasp the basic facts that are benefit for better scientific decision-making. Existing researches mostly explore RMH or relevant areas from four aspects. (1) Measuring RMH: Many studies quantify RMH through per capita or per land beds or physicians [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . (2) Looking for the influencing factors and determinants of regional healthcare resource distribution: Economics [12, 18] , society [11] , institution [19, 21] , and location [14] , which all play significant roles in regional healthcare resource distribution. (3) Analyzing the relationship between equal opportunities for healthcare and health outcome inequality: Although people's life expectancy and health are closely related to the extent and quality of healthcare resources available [36] , equal opportunities of the access to healthcare resources may not result in the equal health outcome as individual differences [44] . However, unequal opportunities will result in health outcome inequality [21, [35] [36] [37] 45] , which would threaten sustainable development [37] . (4) Exploring the quantitative methods and mathematical tools for regional healthcare resource distribution: The measurement of health inequity is a multidisciplinary endeavor [44] , which especially needs the mathematical tools, thus Gini Coefficient [35, 36, 40, 43] , Theil Index [43, 46] , and Variation Coefficient [47] are common methods used to analyze and study.
These studies provide a good theoretical perspective and analytical paradigm, which contribute to understand RMH or relevant resources maldistribution, whereas there are some limitations in existed literature: (1) The study on RMH has not yet taken account of the specific structural system, which is not conducive to master the more detailed information and make more accurate decisions. Most studies focus on regional maldistribution of healthcare resources from the whole perspective, but the specific structure or components are ignored. China's hospitals not only are a whole, but also have their structural system. (2) There is a lack of quantitative explanation for the reasons why regional maldistribution of healthcare resources changes. (3) Inequality between coastal and inland 
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Consequently, this article will bring the structural system of China's hospitals into the analytical framework and study RMH from the perspective of the structural system and maldistribution change; meanwhile, it will explore the status quo of hospital distribution in inland and coastal areas as previous exploration about the distribution of healthcare resources in inland and coastal areas is inadequate. As shown in Figure 3 , the research framework is established as follows: Firstly, quantifying the level and trend of RMH as the research foundation to conduct analysis. Secondly, setting up three perspectives, the structural system, maldistribution change, and inland versus coastal areas, to explore. Finally, exploring the specific contents based on the respective analysis perspective. It is expected to provide a proper analytical framework and paradigm for exploring the maldistribution of healthcare resources through this paper, as well as obtain more accurate conclusions and scientific policy suggestions to guide the relevant practice through the quantitative study. areas of China is always a hot issue [48] and previous studies paid more attention to the inequality between coastal and inland areas, but rarely analyzed the respective within maldistribution of healthcare resources. Consequently, this article will bring the structural system of China's hospitals into the analytical framework and study RMH from the perspective of the structural system and maldistribution change; meanwhile, it will explore the status quo of hospital distribution in inland and coastal areas as previous exploration about the distribution of healthcare resources in inland and coastal areas is inadequate. As shown in Figure 3 , the research framework is established as follows: Firstly, quantifying the level and trend of RMH as the research foundation to conduct analysis. Secondly, setting up three perspectives, the structural system, maldistribution change, and inland versus coastal areas, to explore. Finally, exploring the specific contents based on the respective analysis perspective. It is expected to provide a proper analytical framework and paradigm for exploring the maldistribution of healthcare resources through this paper, as well as obtain more accurate conclusions and scientific policy suggestions to guide the relevant practice through the quantitative study. 
Materials and Methods
Indicator Selection
This study chooses per capita hospitals in each region based on the following reasons: (1) Most previous studies focus on specific healthcare resources of hospitals, such as beds [38] [39] [40] or physicians [41] [42] [43] , rather than the whole hospital institutions. This study aims to make up the previous gap to explore regional maldistribution of the whole hospitals based on the China's unique hospital structural system so that we focus on the whole hospitals but not one resource of hospitals. (2) Both Chinese and international studies have already used per capita healthcare institution numbers to explore China's regional maldistribution of healthcare institutions [35, 36] . Because hospitals are crucial components of healthcare institutions in China, it is rational that per capita hospitals are used to measure China's hospitals regional maldistribution based on previous studies. (3) The establishment of a hospital must go through a strict administrative approval procedure in China and hospitals must have a certain scale so that the basic capacities of each hospital completely have a guarantee and the scale disparities between different hospitals can remain within a certain range, even if hospitals differs in capacities and services. Consequently, it is possible and rational to use per 
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This study chooses per capita hospitals in each region based on the following reasons: (1) Most previous studies focus on specific healthcare resources of hospitals, such as beds [38] [39] [40] or physicians [41] [42] [43] , rather than the whole hospital institutions. This study aims to make up the previous gap to explore regional maldistribution of the whole hospitals based on the China's unique hospital structural system so that we focus on the whole hospitals but not one resource of hospitals. (2) Both Chinese and international studies have already used per capita healthcare institution numbers to explore China's regional maldistribution of healthcare institutions [35, 36] . Because hospitals are crucial components of healthcare institutions in China, it is rational that per capita hospitals are used to measure China's hospitals regional maldistribution based on previous studies. (3) The establishment of a hospital must go through a strict administrative approval procedure in China and hospitals must have a certain scale so that the basic capacities of each hospital completely have a guarantee and the scale disparities between different hospitals can remain within a certain range, even if hospitals differs in capacities and services. Consequently, it is possible and rational to use per capita hospitals to assess the richness of hospitals in a certain region. (4) There is the limitation of statistical materials. Without doubt that a more specific and precise situation can be mastered if more detailed data (such as per capita beds or physicians of various hospitals in each region) could be acquired, Chinese statistical department does not collect the detailed data of various hospitals in each region. Consequently, per capita hospitals can relatively better reflect the regional richness of hospitals at present situation. (1) From 2003, the inequity of hospitals began to be of more concern in China. At the end of the last century, hospitals paid more attention to efficiency [49] , and this situation has changed since 2003 when SARS emerged. Along with the fight against SARS, the theoretical circle started reflection and discussion of equity of healthcare services. Meanwhile, social circles gradually began to pay attention to equity of healthcare services and some regions attempted to carry out property system reform on hospitals [50] . (2) To guarantee the coherence of the statistical caliber, the statistical caliber changed in 2002, before that Specialized Disease Prevention and Cure Centers were included as hospitals in China, but subsequent statistics do not include such institutions. 
Data Sources
Gini Coefficient Construction and Decomposition
Gini Coefficient is firstly used to measure income inequality [51] . Thereafter, it is widely used to study inequalities in various fields, such as macro-economy [3, 52] , environment [53, 54] , health [11, 35, 36, 41, 55] , transportation [56] , education [10, 57] and others. Compared with other common measure indexes that are applied to measure inequality, such as Theil index, Coefficient of Variation, and Centration Index, Gini Coefficient has a wider application [58] . Meanwhile, Gini Coefficient is capable of the following functions: (1) Gini Coefficient can measure the overall inequality directly, which means that it is able to measure regional maldistribution of various China's hospitals and master their trends. (2) Gini Coefficient can be decomposed according to sources of income [59] . Therefore, it is possible to find the contribution rate (CR) of each kind of hospitals to RMH. (3) Gini Coefficient can conduct incremental decomposition [60, 61] , which makes it possible to find the causes and their corresponding CR to the RMH change. (4) Gini Coefficient can conduct decomposition as per regional groups [62] , which is beneficial to the analysis of the maldistribution of hospitals between coastal and inland areas in China. The data range of Gini Coefficient is 0-1, which stands for the level of RMH (the larger, the more unbalanced) [3] .
Based on the analysis above, this study will construct or decompose Gini Coefficient from four aspects, as shown in Table 1 . (1) To acquire the level and the trend of regional maldistribution of various hospitals by constructing and calculating Gini Coefficient of each kind of hospitals. (2) To find the CR of each kind of hospitals to RMH through decomposing Gini Coefficient from the structural system of hospitals. (3) To seek causes of RMH change by decomposing the increment of Gini Coefficient of hospitals in two dimensions: one is carried out in light of the structural system of hospitals that will discover Structure Effect, Concentration Effect and Integrative Effect (Section 3.3.3 will give detailed instructions to the three effects), and the other is to be decomposed by per capita hospitals and population structural change. (4) To explore the maldistribution of hospitals between coastal and inland areas by decomposing Gini Coefficient according to groups. Respective formulas of Gini Coefficient of various kinds of hospitals are listed as follows:
In Formula (1), G represents Gini Coefficient of hospitals in China, while n represents population and µ stands for per capita hospitals. ap i and ap j , respectively, represent Region i and Region j per capita hospitals. Similarly, in Formulas (2)-(5), G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , and G 4 , respectively, stand for Gini Coefficient of General Hospitals, TCM Hospitals, Specialized Hospitals and Others, while µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , and µ 4 are their respective per capita numbers; ap 1,i , ap 2,i , ap 3,i , and ap 4,i represent their respective per capita numbers in Region i; and ap 1,j , ap 2,j , ap 3,j , and ap 4,j represent their respective per capita numbers in region j.
The CR of Each Kind of Hospitals to Gini Coefficient of Hospitals
Through the formula calculation, the CR of each kind of hospitals to Gini Coefficient of hospitals can be found. Specific calculation formula is as follows:
In Formula (6), G is Gini Coefficient of hospitals, E n represents the proportion of the Kind n hospitals, and G n represents the concentration index (pseudo Gini Coefficient) of Kind n Hospitals.
G n represents Gini Coefficient of Kind n Hospitals. R n represents the correlation coefficient of Gini Coefficient for Kind n Hospitals and hospitals, calculated as follows:
In Formula (7), x in and x jn represent the number of Kind n Hospitals in Region i and Region j, respectively, the data range of R n is [−1, 1] [59] , and 31 represents that there are 31 regions in Mainland China. Then, Formula (6) can be transformed into Formula (8):
In this formula, S n is the CR of Kind n Hospitals to Gini Coefficient of hospitals.
Decomposing the Increment of Gini Coefficient
Regional maldistribution changes along with demographic and economic factors. It is able to find the reasons why it changes through decomposing increment of Gini Coefficient. This study decomposes and calculates the increment of Gini Coefficient in two dimensions.
In Dimension 1, the increment of Gini Coefficient is decomposed by hospitals' structural system. According to Formula (6), Formula (9) can be obtained.
In this formula, ∆G represents the increment of Gini Coefficient, G t and G b stand for Gini Coefficient of the current and the base period, respectively; ∆E n = E t n − E b n represents the proportion of Kind n Hospitals change; E t n and E b n stand for the proportion of Kind n Hospitals in the current and the base period; ∆G n = G t n − G b n represents the concentration index change (pseudo Gini Coefficient) of Kind n Hospitals; and G t n and G b n stand for the concentration index (pseudo Gini Coefficient) of the Kind n Hospitals in the current and the base period, respectively. Therefore, the three sections on the right side of Formula (9) can be defined as: Structure Effect is the structural change of various hospitals; Concentration Effect is the concentration change of various hospitals; and Integrative Effect is the joint action of the first two.
In Dimension 2, the increment of Gini Coefficient is decomposed by the method proposed by Hong, which is based on the per capita hospitals change, regional rank of per capita hospitals, and shares of population in each region [61] . The specific calculation formula is as follows:
In this formula, ∆G represents the increment of Gini Coefficient, ∆W represents the increment of Gini Coefficient caused by the change of per capita hospitals, ∆Q represents the increment of Gini Coefficient caused by the change of the regional per capita hospitals rank, and ∆P represents the increment of Gini Coefficient caused by the change of population shares in each region. Finally, these three sections divided by ∆G is the CR of the increment of Gini Coefficient.
Decomposing Gini Coefficient According to Inland and Coastal Areas
The 31 regions in Mainland China can be divided into two groups, inland and coastal areas (the coastal areas include Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning, Shandong, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, and Hainan, while the inland areas include Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Hainan, Chongqing, Sichuan, Tibet, Guizhou, Yunnan, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang, and Ningxia), and Gini Coefficient can be decomposed according to the two groups. The specific calculation formula is as follows [56] :
where θ = E u P u , ϕ = E s P s . E u and E s represent the proportion of hospitals in coastal areas and inland areas, respectively; P u and P s represent the proportion of population in coastal areas and inland areas, respectively; G u and G s stand for Gini Coefficient of hospitals within coastal areas and inland areas, respectively; G us represents Gini Coefficient between coastal and inland areas; and G r represents the residual term as a result of the cross of per capita hospitals between inland and coastal areas. The mathematical expression of G r was provided firstly by Lambert and Decoster [63] :
where F u (x) and F s (x) represent the distribution function of per capita hospitals in coastal and inland areas, respectively. µ stands for the mean of national per capita hospitals.
Results and Analysis
The Level of Regional Maldistribution of Various Hospitals and Their Trend
As shown in Figure 4 , Gini Coefficient of all kinds of hospitals (except Others) in China is about 0.2. According to general international standards, a Gini Coefficient that is smaller than 0.3 represents a particularly equitable condition, 0.3-0.4 is the normal condition, while greater than 0.4 raises concern, and a value greater than 0.6 indicates a dangerous state [36] . Gini Coefficient less than 0.3 shows that China's RMH is still relatively balanced in terms of quantity in recent years. This is closely related to the existing hospital system in China. Normally, regardless of the level of their social and economic development, each town has at least one public hospital to ensure the basic health needs of local residents, and each county also has county General Hospitals (such as the county People' Hospital), TCM Hospitals and some Specialized Hospitals to provide the corresponding public healthcare services in China. These considerable quantities of primary hospitals are evenly distributed in various regions, thus ensuring the equilibrium of the distribution of hospitals in China.
In addition, from 2003 to 2014, the number of hospitals per 10,000 persons only increased from 0.0983 to 0.1213, which reflects the total number of hospitals is still limited. Combined with the interregional distribution being relatively balanced, it reflects hospital resources are still very tight in most regions of China.
From the perspective of trends: (1) Gini Coefficient of hospitals slightly reduces from 0.1904 to 0.1741, the decline is not particularly evident. (2) Gini Coefficient of Specialized Hospitals and Others shows a downward trend, indicating that the extent of maldistribution of these two kinds of hospitals decreases significantly. Specialized Hospitals and Others are mainly private hospitals [26] ; their establishment is mainly market oriented. Because of the limitation of economic development level, these hospitals were mainly distributed in economically developed regions initially. However, with the development of the economy in other regions, the expansion rate of these hospitals was significantly higher than that in the developed regions in recent years. For instance, from 2003 to 2014, the number of Specialized Hospitals in Sichuan Province increased from 141 to 363. On the contrary, the number of Specialized Hospitals in Tianjin increased from 54 to 75 in the same period, and its increase was far less than that of Sichuan. (3) Gini Coefficient of General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals has not changed much; in other words, it shows that the extent of regional maldistribution of these hospitals has not changed significantly. These hospitals are usually large public hospitals in China; all towns have public General Hospitals and each county has TCM Hospitals nearly. Because the establishment and operation of such hospitals require a large government fiscal investment, and such hospitals already exist in local regions, these kinds of hospitals have no remarkable growth. Therefore, neither the per capita hospitals nor the maldistribution extent of such hospitals has changed significantly. From the perspective of trends: (1) Gini Coefficient of hospitals slightly reduces from 0.1904 to 0.1741, the decline is not particularly evident. (2) Gini Coefficient of Specialized Hospitals and Others shows a downward trend, indicating that the extent of maldistribution of these two kinds of hospitals decreases significantly. Specialized Hospitals and Others are mainly private hospitals [26] ; their establishment is mainly market oriented. Because of the limitation of economic development level, these hospitals were mainly distributed in economically developed regions initially. However, with the development of the economy in other regions, the expansion rate of these hospitals was significantly higher than that in the developed regions in recent years. For instance, from 2003 to 2014, the number of Specialized Hospitals in Sichuan Province increased from 141 to 363. On the contrary, the number of Specialized Hospitals in Tianjin increased from 54 to 75 in the same period, and its increase was far less than that of Sichuan. (3) Gini Coefficient of General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals has not changed much; in other words, it shows that the extent of regional maldistribution of these hospitals has not changed significantly. These hospitals are usually large public hospitals in China; all towns have public General Hospitals and each county has TCM Hospitals nearly. Because the establishment and operation of such hospitals require a large government fiscal investment, and such hospitals already exist in local regions, these kinds of hospitals have no remarkable growth. Therefore, neither the per capita hospitals nor the maldistribution extent of such hospitals has changed significantly.
Comparing Gini Coefficient of various hospitals: (1) Gini Coefficient of hospitals is the smallest, which implies that the distribution of different kinds of hospitals has a certain alternative and the mutual substitution of healthcare services among different kinds of hospitals reduces the regional inequality of the number of hospitals. For example, both General Hospitals and Dental Specialized Hospitals can provide oral health care services, thus if there are already more General Hospitals (which almost have dental departments) in a region that would occupy the development space of Dental Specialized Hospitals, the total number of hospitals in these regions will keep relatively balanced, which results in the more balanced distribution of hospitals among regions. (2) Gini Coefficient of Others is the largest and it is significantly higher than other kinds of hospitals, which means that this kind of hospitals is the most regional maldistribution. Others are composed of a variety of specific kinds of hospitals such as Hospitals of integrated TCM and WM and National 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 4 2 0 0 5 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 7 2 0 0 8 2 0 0 9 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 3 2 0 1 Comparing Gini Coefficient of various hospitals: (1) Gini Coefficient of hospitals is the smallest, which implies that the distribution of different kinds of hospitals has a certain alternative and the mutual substitution of healthcare services among different kinds of hospitals reduces the regional inequality of the number of hospitals. For example, both General Hospitals and Dental Specialized Hospitals can provide oral health care services, thus if there are already more General Hospitals (which almost have dental departments) in a region that would occupy the development space of Dental Specialized Hospitals, the total number of hospitals in these regions will keep relatively balanced, which results in the more balanced distribution of hospitals among regions. (2) Gini Coefficient of Others is the largest and it is significantly higher than other kinds of hospitals, which means that this kind of hospitals is the most regional maldistribution. Others are composed of a variety of specific kinds of hospitals such as Hospitals of integrated TCM and WM and National Hospitals; these kinds of hospitals provide differential healthcare services and have the strong regional characteristic so that their distribution is highly unbalanced. However, because Others are for meeting regional specific population, the maldistribution of this kind of hospitals is acceptable. (3) In recent years, there is no significant difference in Gini Coefficient among General Hospitals, Specialized Hospitals and TCM Hospitals, which shows that the level of regional maldistribution of these three kinds of hospitals is close recently. As mentioned above, most General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals are public hospitals, in order to ensure the basic health needs of local residents, each town established at least one of public hospitals, each county also has county General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals, therefore, the gap of regional maldistribution between General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals is traditionally small. However, Specialized Hospitals are mainly private hospitals and their establishment is through market orientation. With the market-oriented reform, not only more Specialized Hospitals are established, but also their regional gap is gradually narrowing, even though the level of regional maldistribution is close to General Hospitals and TCM Hospitals, which are mainly public hospitals. This proves that persisting hospital be market oriented is not only conducive to the establishment of more hospitals, but also contributes to the interregional fairness of distribution of hospitals.
The CR of Each Kind of Hospitals to Regional Maldistribution of China's Hospitals
As shown in Table 2 , the CR of General Hospitals is the highest and always around 70%, while the CR of other hospitals is sorted from large to small as follows: Specialized Hospitals, TCM Hospitals and Others. increased by 5569 and the growth rate is significantly higher than the previous period. On the contrary, the CR of TCM Hospitals increases firstly and then decreases. Such a situation is also related to the development speed of TCM Hospitals, but it is the opposite of General Hospitals, the growth rate of TCM Hospitals in the previous period is much faster. Finally, the CR of Specialized Hospitals experiences a rapid increase firstly and then declines slightly. This situation is closely related to the development speed of Specialized Hospitals yet, from 2003 to 2014, Specialized Hospitals increased from 2271 to 5478 so that their contribution to Gini Coefficient increases significantly. Besides, there is a very small range for the variation of the CR of Others and it maintains from 4% to 5%.
The above analysis shows that General Hospitals contribute most to regional maldistribution of hospitals in China, and other kinds of hospitals would lead to a certain extent of regional maldistribution of hospitals. Therefore, China needs to focus on solving the maldistribution of General Hospitals and other kinds of hospitals should be appropriate consideration at the same time.
The Reasons Why RMH Changed
From 2003 to 2014, Gini Coefficient of hospitals decreased by 8.56%, which shows RMH is alleviated slightly in China. Through the decomposition of Gini Coefficient increment in two dimensions, reasons of Gini Coefficient decline can be obtained.
From the decomposing result in Dimension 1, as shown in Table 3 , Concentration Effect is 84.12% and contributes most to the decrease of Gini Coefficient, which indicates that the regional concentration of hospitals decreases effectively. Conversely, Structure Effect increases Gini Coefficient by 0.0025, which indicates that the structural change of hospitals aggravates the maldistribution and the structure of various hospitals should be further optimized in China. Based on the decomposing result in Dimension 2, as shown in Table 4 , the increased per capita hospitals is the most important reason for the RMH drops. On the contrary, the change of the regional per capita hospitals rank increases Gini Coefficient, which indicates the rank change aggravated the maldistribution. Besides, the change of population shares in each regional also increases Gini Coefficient. This result shows that China needs to increase the supply of hospitals continually, especially increase input in the regions where there are fewer per capital hospitals. In doing so, China can not only build more hospitals, but can also promote regional hospital distribution equity. Meanwhile, the change of regional rank aggravated the maldistribution, which indicates that interregional hospital supply is unbalanced, which leads to more serious maldistribution in the past period. In addition, encouraging appropriate population flow could also decrease the maldistribution to some extent.
Maldistribution of Hospitals in Inland and Coastal Areas
The economic inequality between inland and coastal areas has existed for a long time in China [47] . How do hospitals distribute between inland and coastal areas? The question is answered through decomposing Gini Coefficient according to inland and coastal areas.
As shown in Table 5 , the CR of inland areas is always about 40% and it contributes most to Gini Coefficient of hospitals. This result shows that the inequality within inland areas is the main source of RMH in China. Gini Coefficient of coastal areas is obviously smaller than that of inland areas, which indicates that the level of maldistribution of hospitals within coastal areas is obviously lower than that in inland areas. Gini Coefficient between inland and coastal areas decreases first and then increases afterwards: it drops from 0.0268 in 2003 to the lowest point 0.0191 in 2007, and then quickly increases to 0.0309 in 2014, which indicates that the level of maldistribution of hospitals between inland and coastal areas experiences an evolution that narrows at first and then enlarges. The CR of the residual term is always above 30%, which not only indicates that there are many crosses about per capita hospitals between inland and coastal areas, but also shows that RMH in China is not mainly caused by the inequality between inland and coastal areas for that many inland areas have per capita hospitals as many as some coastal areas.
The above analysis shows RMH is mainly from inland areas and maldistribution within inland areas is obviously more serious than that of coastal areas in China. Therefore, more attention should be paid to inland areas and China should carry on different hospitals supply policies in inland areas based on the facts of each inland region.
Discussion and Policy Suggestions
This paper studies RMH in China during 2003 to 2014 based on constructing, decomposing and calculating Gini Coefficient of various hospitals. Compared with the previous studies, this study mainly makes a progress in the following three aspects: (1) The previous studies mainly focus on the regional distribution of a certain kind of healthcare resources as a whole, including the studies on regional distribution of medical institutions [35, 36] , medical expenses [8] , physicians [41] [42] [43] , and medical beds [38] [39] [40] . However, few studies analyze a certain kind of healthcare resources based on the structural systems themselves deeply. Taking the hospital as an example, this paper not only studies the regional maldistribution of various hospitals with Chinese characteristics, but also analyzes their contributions to RMH respectively. This is an important step in the study on structural healthcare resources and their distribution. (2) The previous researches on the change of the maldistribution in healthcare resources are mainly qualitative explanations [11] , but there are few quantitative studies on the reasons for the change of the maldistribution. This paper not only analyzes the reasons of the interregional maldistribution change in two dimensions, but also makes a precise quantification of the CR of each cause. (3) The previous studies mainly analyze the inequality of healthcare resources between inland and areas [18, 64] , but ignored the inequality within inland or coastal internal areas. Meanwhile, it has not been found that there is research on analysis of inland or coastal internal areas' contribution to the China's regional maldistribution in the field of healthcare resources. This paper not only studies RMH between inland and coastal areas, but also researches the inequality within inland and coastal areas, as well calculates the corresponding CR to RMH. The following main conclusions are obtained through this study.
First, overall, Gini Coefficient of hospitals is always below 0.2 and decreases from 0.1904 to 0.1741, which not only indicates that RMH in China is not too serious in terms of quantity and decreases slightly, but also reflects there is a tension of hospitals in many regions from another dimension, thus China should build more hospitals all over the country.
Second, Gini Coefficient of hospitals is mainly contributed by General Hospitals and their CR is always about 70%, which indicates that General Hospitals are the main source of RMH in China. Therefore, China needs to focus on solving the maldistribution of General Hospitals.
Third, it is found that Concentration Effect and the increased per capita hospitals are two main reasons why Gini Coefficient slightly decreases through decomposing the increment of Gini Coefficient. Instead, Structure Effect increases regional maldistribution of hospitals. Therefore, to reduce RMH, China not only needs to continue to increase the supply of hospitals, especially in regions where there are fewer per capital hospitals, but also should optimize the structure of various hospitals in the future. In addition, the appropriate population flow could also reduce the inequality.
Finally, decomposing Gini Coefficient by inland and coastal areas, this study discovers that RMH is mainly derived from inland areas and maldistribution within inland areas is more serious.
Based on the results and conclusions of this study, combined with China's reality, some targeted suggestions are proposed as follows.
(A) To further relax the market access conditions and broaden the sources of funds for hospital construction. In the past, government investment is the main source of funds for hospital construction. However, the fiscal fund cannot meet the public growing demand for healthcare, especially in underdeveloped areas, where fiscal income is limited and it is essential to expand the financing channels for hospital construction.
(B) The hospital supply must give full play to the roles of the market and government. Given that hospitals rely solely on the government supply not only exceeds the government supply capacity, but also leads to the shortage of the supply efficiency and quality. This study demonstrates that hospital market orientation is conducive to the establishment of more hospitals and the regional balanced distribution of hospitals (as analyzed in Section 4.1). Therefore, China needs to introduce the market mechanism to solve the problem of supply. Public-private partnerships (PPP) are introduced and applied in many fields of public services recently by the Chinese government and is a good way to provide healthcare services including hospitals. It could not only solve the shortage of funds for hospital construction and reduce the dependence on government, but also make the hospital supply more effective [65] . However, we should also point that the market is not a panacea, especially in areas where the profitability is very limited and the government should assume the main responsibility for the supply of hospitals.
(C) China should not only increase the quantity of hospitals, but also put emphasis on improving the quality of hospital services. Regional distribution of hospitals is relatively balanced in terms of quantity, however, there is still a big regional gap of the quality of hospital services in China [11] . The quality of hospital services in economically developed regions is significantly higher than that in the economically undeveloped regions [10] . Therefore, China should boost both the quantity and the quality of hospitals.
(D) Healthcare services should also meet the differentiated and diverse demands of the public, rather than just focus on the average distribution of hospitals. The balanced distribution of hospitals reflects the social equity and justice, but mainly in the basic healthcare services, instead, overemphasis on the average of public services would damage the efficiency of supply [66, 67] , and the contents of basic medical services should be formulated in accordance with the national healthcare system and its own economic conditions [68] [69] [70] . Although China is in a stage of rapid development at present, it is still a developing country, and the goal of the healthcare service development is still basic healthcare for everyone in China [11] . For hospitals, it is inappropriate to expand the scope of the equalization, and balanced distribution is mainly for hospitals that provide basic healthcare services. However, to meet the differentiated and diverse demands of the public, as well as ensure the supply of hospitals of high quality and high efficiency, China should differentiate categories of hospital services and clearly divide the responsibilities of the supply based on the specific situation.
Conclusions
Based on the analysis conducted in this study, it is found that RMH is not serious in terms of quantity in China, and there is a slight decline in recent years. Nevertheless, the result implies there is a full tension of hospitals in most areas from another perspective. Meanwhile, according to the decomposition and calculation of Gini Coefficient in three aspects, it is also found: (1) General Hospitals are the main source of RMH in China; (2) Concentration Effect and increased per capita hospitals are two main reasons why the maldistribution slightly decreases; and (3) RMH is mainly derived from inland areas.
RMH in China is not just an important practical problem, but also a hot topic worth studying; the reality is much more complicated than the research of this paper. Study on RMH just tries to analyze and interpret equal opportunities for healthcare from the perspective of the spatial distribution. Although spatial distribution of China's hospitals is relatively equal, as found by the researches of this article and others [35, 36] , this cannot represent that all residents have the equal opportunity and right to hospital resources. Acquisition of healthcare resources is restricted by economy, society, institution and others. For instance, the poverty may not afford the hospital expense if the social security is not perfect, in this case they could not get the equal opportunities for healthcare. Simultaneously, the right of residents to public services is often linked to their hukou in China so that migrants without local hukou are largely excluded from the welfare and opportunities that just local residents can enjoy [71, 72] , which means migrants cannot get the equal opportunities for healthcare. Based on analysis above, Chinese government needs to further strengthen financial support for the impoverished, hukou system of discrimination should be eliminated, and a more equal system environment should be created to ensure that all people can get really equal opportunities for healthcare. Furthermore, equal opportunities may not mean equal outcome of health as the individual differences [44] ; it is necessary to provide more accurate healthcare services based on individual characteristics and promote the health level in the whole society. In addition, all income inequality [9, 12, 73] , environmental inequality [74] [75] [76] , and institution inequality [11, 21, 72] will result in health inequality. Consequently, a more equal society should be established for health equity and social sustainability.
As a method of measuring inequality, Gini Coefficient is not a panacea and the variables considered can only exist in the formulas. It cannot directly reflect the factors that do not exist in the formulas, such as economic variables, policy variables, environmental variables, etc. Meanwhile, because of the limitation of the availability of data, the indicator, the per capita hospitals, is not perfect. As the comprehensive carrier of healthcare resources, hospitals have medical personnel, hardware equipment, investment funds, etc., thus the regional distribution of all kinds of healthcare resources in hospitals is worthy of attention. The authors will try to collect more relevant statistical data and conduct deeper researches on the regional distribution of health care resources. Besides, China's hospitals can also be classified by their grades, and regional distribution of hospitals of various grades is also worth studying. This study mainly focuses on various hospitals in the light of their ranges of taking and treating patients, without stressing regional distribution of hospitals according to different grades for fear that the latter topic is too scattered to cover.
Health inequity or inequality is a worldwide problem for social sustainability. As the comprehensive carrier of healthcare resources, hospitals and their regional distribution are worthy of research and attention for social sustainable development. Especially in China, not only do hospitals have obvious regional distribution characteristics, but they also have their unique structural system. Meanwhile, previous studies are rarely interested in regional distribution of China's hospitals from their unique structural system, as well relatively lack of quantitative methods to study the relevant area of social sustainability [1] . Consequently, the study on regional distribution of various hospitals is helpful for both researchers and policy makers. Nevertheless, we should also note the method of Gini Coefficient and the indicator of the per capita hospitals are not perfect, and more in-depth and systematic study on the specific problems of China's hospitals needs to be conducted in the future.
